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How does Census Data 
influence us?  

Key Decisions
$600 billion of federal 
government funds are 
distributed per year 
by Census data. 

Public Good
We spent $13 Billion 
on the 2010 Census 
and $33 Million on the 
previous data portal.

Transparency
Researchers, journalists, 
and programmers use  
130 Census surveys to 
inform our nation.
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Citizens struggle to find 
the numbers they need



Meet Valerie Selo

Using basic demographic data to 
determine where her non-profit 
organization’s support goes for 
low-income and vulnerable populations

She uses Wikipedia or Google because 
the Census site is too hard to navigate

Inaccurate numbers lead to less 
effective results 
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informing key government decisions on 

 rescue efforts

social security allocation,

public health responses to infectious diseases,

 where new hospitals and schools are built and more… 

 

The data matters ...



Census data is inspiring new efforts from

data storytelling in journalism, 

uncovering new local trends to minimize traffic,

to data-based start-ups and social innovations.
 

...and the possibilities
for it are exciting!



Together with the Census, 
we’re working to improve 
access to data
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- Exciting new initiatives and the launch 
of a new beta data portal site
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Our Process
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Users have 
very different needs and 

behaviors



Who uses the Census website?

Fact-hunters

A community leader 
looking for quick facts 
about their 
neighborhood

Trendies

A political analyst 
looking at trends 
across data like 
demographic trends

Experimenters

An economist 
comparing race 
and education data 
between cities.



Searching the Census



Place your screenshot here

◉ Census.gov 
is not a top 
result

◉ Could be 
inaccurate 
sources
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Beta site

◉ Looks great, 
clean, and 
simple

◉ Not much 
supporting 
information



Search is hard to master 

◉ “Cambridge, 
income”

◉ “Income, 
Cambridge MA”

◉ “Income in 
Cambridge”



Results Page

◉ Tries to cater to 
everyone

◉ Facts, tables, 
maps, links with 
no context

◉ Hard to navigate



Machine 
Readability
The data comes in a format with unclear labels



The search didn’t help all 
user types find the data 
they want

Key findings

There are lots of different 
user types

Users don’t know 
what data the Census 
has

1.

3.

2.



Prototyping



A User Testing Story

VS
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Place your screenshot here

Guided Search

Fact Hunters 
“It’s a lot of steps for one piece of information.”

Trendies 
“I know what I want and how to get it.”

Experimenters
“I can compare surveys and information!”



Place your screenshot here

Open Search

Place your screenshot here

Fact Hunters 
“It’s familiar and if it works, I get what I need.”

Trendies 
“I don’t know what is available.”

Experimenters
“All I need is a clean API.”



Reconciling User Needs

Our Prototype

Guided Search Open Search

+ =



The Landing Page



How The Beta Looks Now



On our landing page, we aimed 
to help people understand what 

data the Census actually has



Search Examples

Guided Search

Browsable 
Topics



The Guided Search Page



For our guided search, we 
focused on features for 

Experimenters and Trendies



Multiple Options
Dropdowns Adjust 
Dynamically



The Search Results Page



How The Beta Looks Now



Our search results page acts 
as a step between the landing 
page and the page users want 



Source of Data Easily Accessible

Tags for Search Results

Clear Information and Context

Prompts for Feedback



The Big Picture



The Internet

●

Census Website
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Expanding the Reach

◉ Partnerships with search engines & news orgs

◉ Open data initiatives

◉ Embeddable content

◉ Community outreach



Partnerships: Search Engines



Partnerships: News Orgs



Open Data Initiatives



Embeddable Content



Community Outreach



Push the data 
out to the world 



We’re a team!

Special thanks to the Census Team

◉ Zachary Whitman
◉ Drew Zachary
◉ Rob Chestnut


